
Local company recognized as one of Louisiana State 

University’s Fastest Growing Tiger Businesses. 

CRESCENT PAYROLL SOLUTIONS JOINS LSU 100 LIST OF FASTEST GROWING 

LSU GRADUATE-OWNED OR LSU GRADUATE-LED BUSINESSES IN THE WORLD. 

The highest rated Payroll and HCM Solutions provider in Louisiana to make the 2021 list 

ranked 36th.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Baton Rouge, LA, October 15, 2021 – LSU revealed today that Crescent Payroll Solutions is  

No. 36 on the Eleventh Annual LSU 100: Fastest Growing Tiger Businesses. With the distinction 

of being the highest rated payroll/ human resources company in Louisiana to make the 2021 list. 

The list identifies the 100 fastest growing LSU graduate-owned or graduate-led businesses in the 

world and honors them for their impact on local, regional, and national economies. 

“This amazing award adds to the fantastic year CPS has had following the Inc 5000 

ranking of 2888. Our staff enjoys this award with us as avid LSU fans and without 

their hard work and dedication this award would not be possible. We want to thank 

you LSU and our many clients who have been just a pleasure to work with over the 

years.” 

– Sanders Offner, President-Visionary

About Crescent Payroll Solutions 

Headquartered in Metairie, LA, Crescent Payroll Solutions mission is to help primarily serves 

small to mid-sized businesses in Louisiana and the Gulf Coast Region in addition to clients 

throughout the United States. Committed to developing successful partnerships with their  

clients by providing integrated payroll processing and human capital management solutions 

through automation and advanced technology, Crescent Payroll Solutions builds value through 

their employees by supporting a positive culture of resourcefulness, effective communication, 

and continued development. With a goal to offer the best partner experience in the industry  

by contributing to the growth and success of their valued clients. To learn more, visit  

crescent-payroll.com 

https://www.crescent-payroll.com/
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More The LSU100 

The LSU 100, which was founded in 2011, offers encouragement, education, networking, and 

assistance to entrepreneurial students, faculty, and businesses across the country. Companies are 

confidentially ranked by Postlewaite & Netterville according to the companies’ compounded 

annual growth rate. The LSU 100’s goal is to inspire entrepreneurship by providing a forum to 

pass on lessons to the next generation of LSU entrepreneurs. For more information, visit 

lsu100.com 
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